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J. HALL O Mistress Mine.1 Syllables of Velvet, Sentences of Plush.2 Propriety2 • 1Darryl Taylor (ct); 2Susan 
Narucki (sop); 1Juliana Hall, 2David Berman (pn) • MSR 1603 (71:00)  

Love’s Signature is the title of this release: how characters reveal human experiences of love in the poetry and writing of 
Shakespeare, Emily Dickinson, and Marianne Moore. Juliana Hall specializes in art song, and has composed over 40 
song cycles. There is not much on the Fanfare Archive: sadly, Lynn René Bayley found Hall’s Letters from Edna “banal 
and formulaic” (Fanfare 37:3), while Henry Fogel talked positively, but in general terms (referring to Hall as an “important 
voice”) about a disc which included Hall’s “Sonnet” from Night Dances (Fanfare 38:6).  

Here, though, is an entire disc of music by Hall. Even better, the first song-cycle, the 41-minute O Mistress Mine (2016), 
boasts the composer at the piano. Composed as recently as 2016, it was written for countertenor Brian Asawa; here, it is 
Darryl Taylor (whose repertoire includes Glass’s Akhnaten) who is the excellent soloist. Hall sets 12 texts from 10 
Shakespeare plays (the actual texts were chosen by her husband); the cycle has a trajectory, from first flush of youthful 
love, journeying through to Love’s deeper qualities. Thus it is that we begin with a setting from The Winter’s Tale, “Lawn 
as white as the driven snow,” honest and straightforward in its demeanor. The simple gestures of the brief “O happy fair” 
(Midsummer Night’s Dream) seem to take on depth through, especially, in Hall’s own piano delivery before the slow 
trudge of “If love make me forsworn” (Love’s Labour’s Lost).  

Perhaps inevitably, some texts chosen have been set by numerous great composers. One such is “Who is Sylvia?” (Two 
Gentlemen of Verona); Hall’s setting is less anguished than many, more accepting, bringing a poignant simplicity to the 
final line, “To her let us garlands bring.” A rather nice touch is the use of the Greensleeves tune in the accompaniment to 
“If music be the food of love” (Twelfth Night). The rather complex setting of “Tell me where is Fancy bred” (The Merchant 
of Venice) closes with a bell invocation on the piano of Rachmaninoff-like depth; a long way from that to the sheer 
desolation of “Come away, come away death” (Twelfth Night). The most advanced writing of the cycle comes in Hall’s 
response to the drunken antics (hiccup included) of “This is a very scurvy tune to sing” (The Tempest); yet the most 
touching perhaps is in the final “Fear no more the heat o’ th’ sun” (Cymbeline), delivered with impeccable beauty from 
both musicians.  

The use of a countertenor gives the music a tinge of distancing, referencing earlier music simply because of the scoring; 
there is also a prevailing tenderness to the music (try the delicacy of “Take, O take those lips away” from Measure for 
Measure). Hall’s own piano playing is exemplary and, where appropriate, powerful, but it is the obvious connection 
between her and Taylor that defines the success of this performance.  

Recently, Susan Narucki impressed me in the four composer chamber orchestra Cuatro Corridos (Bridge 9473, Fanfare 
40:4). Here, she first sings seven settings of letters of Emily Dickinson, made in 1989 (when Hall was a Guggenheim 
Fellow). Hall’s enthusiasm for Dickinson is evident in her booklet note for Syllables of Velvet, Sentences of Plush. There is 
an affection that shines through the writing. Each movement is headed “To …” and then the name of the person 
addressed. As Hall says, the letters are as lyrically inspired as her poetry, with as much musicality in them as any 
composer could ask for. The playful opening to “To Emily Fowler (Ford)” with the words “I can’t come in this morning, 
because I am so cold” is delightful; the very next song, “To Samuel Bowles the younger” is interior and infinitely heartfelt. 
The final two songs of the cycle are “To Susan Gilbert (Dickinson) I and II.” Narucki’s pitching of intervals is particularly 
impressive for being so cleanly managed.  

The final offering, Propriety (1992), came about as the result of a search for poetry about music. The contents of the 
poems often have a personal element for Hall, referring to episodes in her own history. The result of this seems to be the 
tenderness of the setting. It is from these poems that the disc’s title, “Love’s Signature” (that is, music itself) comes.  

Donald Berman confirms his status as a superbly equipped pianist as well as a sensitive accompanist by tackling the 
taxing piano part to “Carnegie Hall Rescued” with swagger and aplomb (listen, too, to his superbly characterful staccato in 
“Dream” or his carefully considered use of pedal in “Propriety”). The poem “Carnegie Hall Rescued” tells of the part Isaac 
Stern played in that hall’s history. Hall’s music is narrational here, certainly: She reacts to each passing nuance of the text, 
and for this sort of detail, Narucki is surely the perfect interpreter. Narucki’s way with the lines of “Propriety” is superbly 
varied and, on occasion, verges on the magical.  

Colin Clarke / This article originally appeared in Issue 40:5 (May/June 2017) of Fanfare Magazine. 


